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for maximum realism and has a good kneeling area, i
rigged the door to open outwards and down. i can get
one of my real planes and remove the door or take the
hinges from my other planes, then try that. as far as i
have seen, there is no terrain destructible, but there is
model destruction. which is great too! now dont get me

wrong, the aircraft is very sturdy and would survive
most of the bullet damage in the tourneo, but to add

some realism, we could have some small parts break off
or fall off. this would probably require a bit of

programming, but would be very nice to have. oh, and if
anyone has any ideas on that, please let me know!

wouldnt say it is mission critical, but atleast the new
fuel does not flow out of the side of the tank like in the

l-39c.. or so the manual says. apparently this is a former
russian plane, but quite a long way from there. i think it
is quite important that this aircraft was used in very cool
games in one way or another. here we have a helicopter
simulator with a jet train in it. why not have a third sim,
simulating a helicopter with jet convertor. for example:
the sky masters in the uk have a helicopter sim with the
different modes being as different planes. there is also
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fsx with metaltek simulations, which is the best fsx
helicopter simulation out there. the heli has a mission
mode which can give you 10 missions to go out and
make sure that you get your helicopter ready for the

real one. so we can now have a helicopter with a
mission to fly a helicopter with a jet on it, which is

better than a jet and a helicopter. it would also be cool
to have a mame for hush-hush "military" aircraft.

perhaps using this aircraft type. i would love to see the
engine light up under full power of the jet engines and
make a quite low beat/sound. anyway, thanks for the

great aircraft!
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